Reliability of telepathology for frozen section service
One of the most promising applications of telepathology (pathology at a distance by electronic transmission of images in pathology) is frozen section diagnosis, especially because by means of this tool operations requiring an intraoperative histopathological diagnosis are feasible at hospitals without a pathologist on-site. For the introduction of this diagnostic tool into pathologist's daily practice the evidence of its diagnostic accuracy comparable to that of the conventional frozen section diagnosis is crucial.
For this purpose the literature on the diagnostic accuracy of telepathological frozen section diagnosis was reviewed.
In a metaanalysis these studies and reports, in which a total of more than 1290 cases had been examined, showed a slightly lower overall diagnostic accuracy (of the telepathological frozen section diagnosis) of about 0.91 than the conventional frozen section diagnosis with an average accuracy of about 0.98 found in an analysis of several studies (on frozen section diagnosis of different organs). This difference is at least predominantly caused by a higher rate of deferred and false negative frozen section diagnoses in the telepathological method, while the specificity of both methods, each more than 0.99 was not significantly different.
In conclusion, the introduction of a telepathological frozen section diagnosis for hospitals without an acceptable access to a pathologist is justifiable already at the current state of the technological development especially when considering the advantages (time saving, reduction in costs) compared to the alternative of surgical interventions without access to an intraoperative diagnosis.
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Introduction
Modern telecommunication technology enables the electronic transmission of voluminous acoustic and visual information over long distances in a short time and at moderate costs. Its application in the field of medicine, termed telemedicine, offers new promising opportunities in the management of services in many medical specialties. Quality assurance and improvement especially by consultation of off-site experts are the most important aims of telemedicine. Furthermore, an increased cost effectiveness by improved utilization of medical resources in times of limited budgets in health care may be a benefit of telemedicine. Telemedical methods are tested in several medical specialties and extensive experiences have been gained in radiology, dermatology, surgery and pathology.
In the definition of SNOMED (Systemized Nomenclature of Medicine) telepathology is the performance of pathology at a distance using the available telecommunication links enabling the pathologists to render diagnoses and to consult each other remotely. In telepathology macroscopic and microscopic images are acquired by a videocamera and transmitted electronically to a receiving or display station, where they are re-visualized on a monitor and interpreted by a pathologist.
Images in telepathology are generated and transmitted in three basic modes: (i) online video conference mode with TV-frame rate, (ii) online video conference mode with reduced frame rate and (iii) collection and transmission of selected still images. In the still image mode a limited number of macroscopic or microscopic still images are selected, captured, digitized, stored and transmitted successively to the display station, where a pathologist views them immediately (online or interactive mode) or later (offline or store and forward mode) independently of the time of image transmission. By means of parallel audiocommunication and of telepointers still image telepathology can be performed in an interactive mode enabling an online discussion, e.g., about image details. As a rule still image [18, 20] . In the US literature the term dynamic telepathology is used for online video conference systems for pathological live images with TV frame rates [20, 21] .
Differing from the American convention, in Europe the term dynamic is used for all remotely controlled telemicroscopy systems and the term static for all still image transmission systems. In Europe additionally the definitions active (for remotely controlled microscopy) and passive (for not remotely controlled microscopy) are common.
To avoid any confusion, in our article we will use the term remotely controlled microscopy (as, e.g., HISTKOM) for all systems with robotic microscopes (telemicroscopes) and a live transmission of images, be it with TV-frame rates or reduced frame rates. Systems without remotely controlled microscopes we will call still image telepathology systems be it in an interactive or a store and forward mode.
The image transmission of remotely controlled telepathology systems needs high-capacity telecommunication links with transfer rates of at least 384 kbit/s (3 ISDN S 0 -telephone channels for video conference systems) up to 144 Mbits/s (not compressed online video connections in studio quality). Telepathology with robotic microscopy systems is used mainly for a primary diagnostic service, especially a frozen section service for a hospital or health care provider without a pathologist on-site.
Remotely controlled and not remotely controlled telepathology do not exclude each other -many systems with robotic microscopes also may be operated as still image systems -some investigators have reported on such hybrid systems [3, 5, 7, 26] . Some studies indicate, that the diagnostic accuracy achievable with a remotely controlled telepathology system is higher than that achievable with a not remotely controlled system [5, 15, 34] .
In Table 1 the manufacturers and basic technical features of commercially available telepathology systems with remotely operated microscopes are listed. The listing of still image systems is difficult, as studies have been carried out with systems very varyingly specialized in telepathology. We find studies of investigators, who are familiar with computer science and who apply standard image grabbing and image transmission facilities of network software as well as systems with software specialized in telepathology applications in routine daily workflow.
The methods of telepathology can be applied to most pathologists' activities like gross and micro- scopic examination of tissue samples, expert consultation, continuing education and quantitative image analysis. Among these, the provision of a frozen section service for hospitals or medical institutions without a pathologist on-site is one of the most promising applications of telepathology, because several attractive opportunities come up:
-frozen section service also for small and medium hospitals, -reduction of operation time by avoiding the transport of the tissue sample, -surgical treatment of more patients near to their residence, -reduction in costs (e.g., by reduction of subsequent surgical interventions), -provision of developing countries with affordable services in pathology.
However, a frozen section service is a very challenging application of telepathology and pathology in general because of the limited technical quality of the specimen and the time pressure while rendering a diagnosis resulting in high demands on the technical equipment. To be able to justify the introduction of telepathological frozen section diagnosis into the daily practice, its technical feasibility and the concordance or at most insignificant deviation of its diagnostic accuracy compared with that of the conventional frozen section diagnosis have to be shown in studies and fieldtests. To the opinion of the authors, in medical facilities without access to a frozen section service at acceptable conditions as, for instance, in smaller and remote hospitals or in developing countries a telepathological frozen section service would be acceptable even in the case of its slightly lower sensitivity, in developing countries additionally a lower specificity may be acceptable.
The following review deals with studies and reports on the feasibility and diagnostic accuracy of primary telepathological frozen section diagnosis as a service for hospitals without a pathologist on-site. The design and the essential results of the cited studies are summarized in Table 3 . As benchmark for the conventional frozen section diagnosis, levels of diagnostic accuracy between 0.88 and 0.99 have been reported (Table 2) .
Review
The most important decision to be made in frozen section analysis is the determination of the dignity of the submitted lesion. Accordingly, in all cited studies the classification of a frozen section diagnosis as correct or incorrect is made according to the correct or incorrect assessment of the dignity. Concerning the calculation of the statistic parameters of diagnostic accuracy, the deferred diagnoses were classified as incorrect. In all studies reference was the diagnosis established on paraffin embedded tissue.
In Europe, a routine telepathological frozen section service in daily practice is established by the Departments of Pathology of the Universities of Tromsö, Nor- [6, 7, 26] . As communication link a twoway audio and video telenetwork with a transmission rate of 2 Mbit/s until 1992 and afterwards with a standard transfer rate of 384 kbit/s was or is used, this reduction of the transmission capacity did not show any negative effect on the practice of telediagnosing. Until July 1994 the frozen sections of 100 cases from different organs (52% specimens of the breast) were examined telepathologically resulting in a sensitivity of 0.77, a specificity of 0.92 and an accuracy of 0.89. The average time needed for the telemicroscopical examination of each case was 12 min (range 3-45 min) with a decreasing trend in the later periods of the diagnostic service. The average total consultation time per case including the time for macroscopic gross examination, frozen section preparation and microscopic examination was 37 min (range 20-65 min).
Since 1992 the Department of Pathology, University of Basel, Switzerland serves two regional hospitals up to 250 km away with a telepathological frozen section service using remotely controllable microscopes and the ISDN with a transfer rate of 64 kbit/s until 1993 and afterwards of 128 kbit/s [27] [28] [29] . The microscopes are equipped with a 1-chip CCD camera and an autofocus function, they are driven not only by remote control, but also directly by the technician at the surgeon's site who is guided telephonically by the consulted pathologist to select microscopic fields of view for transmission. The scrutiny of 53 cases until 1994 revealed a sensitivity of 0.857 and a specificity of 1.0. On average seven to eight (range 2-14) images per case were transmitted, the time needed for the complete frozen section consultation ranged from 20 to 40 min. In an extension of this series (n = 94) a sensitivity of 0.92, a specificity of 1.0 and an accuracy of 0.89 were found [36] .
The private Institute of Pathology, Community Hospital in Aurich, Germany has established a telepathological frozen section service for the Community Hospital Ammerland/Westerstede [35] . For this purpose an economical telepathology system based on an ISDN-connection of two B-channels (128 kbit/s) and equipped with a not remotely controlled microscope, a 1-chip CCD camera, an additional CCD camera for acquisition of macroscopic images, a frame grabber at the peripheral site and a display monitor at the pathologist's site was installed. The selection of the area of the removed tissue sample for frozen sectioning is made by the surgeon, who trims the sample to a size of 10 × 6 × 4 mm. At the beginning of the microscopic examination an overview of the frozen section slide is transmitted in low magnification and afterwards the pathologist guides a technician telephonically by orientation in an underlayed square scale to select microscopic fields for transmission in higher magnification. In the examination of 270 frozen sections (92.5% breast lesions) within one year an overall diagnostic accuracy of 0.885 and an accuracy with respect to the breast lesions of 0.905 were achieved. The telepathological examination of each case took 15-20 min.
Prospective studies on the diagnostic validity of telepathological frozen section diagnosis were carried out by Kayser et al. [19] [20] [21] , Shimosato et al. [34] , Fujita et al. [12] , Adachi et al. [1] , and Tsuchihashi et al. [37] in Japan, Goncalves and Cunha in Portugal [14] , Nordrum et al. [25, 26] in Norway and Cataldi et al. [3] and Della Mea et al. [4] in Italy.
Shimosato et al. compared a high definition television (HDTV) video image telepathology system based on a glass fiber connection and equipped with a remotely controlled microscope with an ISDNconnected HDTV still image system with a transmission rate of 64 kbit/s [34] . The telepathological examination of the frozen sections of 14 cases with the video HDTV system resulted in an accuracy of 0.857 and a rate of permissible diagnoses (which means diagnoses not affecting the choice of therapy) of 0.929. The analysis of 16 frozen sections with the ISDN HDTV still image system revealed a lower accuracy of 0.688 and a rate of diagnoses in a permissible range of 1.0. Shimosato and his coworkers assessed the video HDTV system to be suitable, the ISDN-based still image system to be not suitable for telepathological frozen section diagnosis.
Fujita et al. evaluated the validity of frozen section diagnosis achievable with a still image based telepathology system (Pathtran 1000) equipped with a not remotely controlled microscope and a CCD videocamera (768 × 494 pixels) [12] . The sending and receiving sites were 120 km apart and connected by a standard analogue telephone line with a maximum transmission rate of 9.6 kbit/s. The selection of the part of the excised lesion to be frozen sectioned and of the microscopic fields to be transmitted was performed by a cytotechnologist trained in histopathology screening after he had been instructed how to select the most likely diagnostic microscopic fields. The pathologist was informed via fax about the macroscopic findings, additionally, macroscopic images were transmitted if necessary. The telepathological frozen section diagnoses of 135 tissue samples of different organs showed a sensitivity of 0.929, a specificity of 0.957 and an accuracy of 0.948. 3.8 ± 1.7 (range 1-10) images per case were transmitted, the average time elapsed from receiving the fax until establishing a diagnosis was approximately 20 min.
Further experiences with telepathological frozen section diagnosis based on still images have been reported by Adachi et al. [1] . They used a telepathology system with a not remotely controlled microscope, a RGB 3-chip CCD camera (768 × 480 pixels), a video monitor and the ISDN-net with a transfer rate of 64 kbit/s. To reduce the risk of misinterpretation caused by selection of inappropriate microscopic fields, specimens measuring more than 1 cm in diameter as well as surgical margins were excluded from the telepathological examination. The examination of 117 specimens of different organs reached a diagnostic accuracy of 0.932. On average 6.2 (range 2-30) still images were transmitted per case, the average time needed for the examination of each specimen was 13 min (range 2-42 min).
Tsuchihashi et al. investigated the diagnostic efficiency and cost-effectiveness of still image based telepathology by use of the Olmicos system (Olympus, Japan), which is equipped with a fully remotely controllable robotic microscope and a 3-chip CCD camera (400,000 pixels) [37] . (In the classification of this paper this type belongs to the class of remotely operated systems.) The local hospital and the pathologist's location are about 100 km apart and were connected by two ISDN B-channels each with a transmission capacity of 64 kbit/s. One channel was used for image transmission and the other for audio communication. In a test period of five years, during which predominantly frozen sections had been examined, a diagnostic accuracy of more than 0.98 was achieved. The time required for a telepathological diagnosis varied considerably between less than 15 and more than 30 min in some cases. No data concerning the number of examined cases and frozen sections, respectively, the topographic origin, the gross examination of the removed tissue as well as the sensitivity and specificity are reported.
Cataldi et al. and Della Mea et al. evaluated the diagnostic efficacy of the MIGRA system (Olympus, Germany), a hybrid telepathology system combining a video conference and a still image subsystem [3, 4] ; it includes a remotely controlled microscope. The Department of Pathology of the University of Udine and the Laboratory of Pathology of the Hospital of Tolmezzo, 60 km apart, both Italy were connected by four ISDN lines for bidirectional image transfer, three lines were assigned to the video conference, one to the still image subsystem. The video conference subsystem is based on the H.320 protocol. The examination of 60 frozen sections resulted in an accuracy of 1.0. The average time needed was 4.1 min (range 1 to 18 min); per case on average 1.5 still images were transferred additionally to the video conference scenes. As the authors of the paper are involved in the development of the HISTKOM system, the data of this system are reported in more detail.
The Deutsche Telekom AG, Bonn, and the Institute for Physical Electronics, University of Stuttgart, both Germany have developed the robotic telemicroscopy system HISTKOM for telepathology considering especially the requirements of frozen section analysis. This system is equipped with a remotely driven robotic microscope and a 3-chip color-Sony TVcamera. HISTKOM can be operated in a video conference mode, a reduced frame rate mode and a still image mode. The JPEG-standard is applied for coding and compression of image data; its parameters are permanently adapted to the image content and the user behavior; ISDN lines are the preferred telecommunication link but all networks with a TCP/IP interface may be applied (ATM, VSAT, Internet, etc.). HISTKOM offers the facility to bundle up to 4 ISDN S 0 -channels (512 kbit/s) to provide a comfortable working environment. The diagnostic accuracy achievable with this system was evaluated in several field tests and in daily practice by the examination of paraffin embedded tissue, of frozen sections and of cytological material in a partly prospective, partly retrospective mode.
In the first field test a retrospective study with an experimental version of HISTKOM, performed by the Department of Pathology, Robert-Bosch-Hospital, Stuttgart, Germany, was carried out with frozen sections of archival, exclusively thoracosurgical cases applying only one ISDN B-channel (64 kbit/s) [31, 41] . The clinical information about the cases was the same as at the time of primary diagnosis. The telepathological diagnoses of 109 frozen sections showed a sensitivity of 0.67, a specificity of 0.90 and an accuracy of 0.81, significantly lower values of sensitivity and accuracy compared with the corresponding parameters of the conventional frozen section diagnoses of the same cases. The rate of deferred telemicroscopical diagnoses (0.101) was significantly higher than that of the frozen section diagnoses established by direct light microscopy (0.018), whereas the telepathological and conventional procedure yielded an identical false positive rate of 0.009. The time consumption for rendering a telepathological diagnosis was fairly high, on average it amounted to 47.1 min per case, also due to cases in which the whole specimen or resection borders had to be investigated. The conclusion of the study was, that only one ISDN channel is insufficient for a comfortable workflow in daily routine frozen section telepathology.
After the net connection had been upgraded to 4 ISDN S 0 -channels in parallel (512 kbits/s), a subsequent retrospective field test with HISTKOM was performed by two pathologists at the Institute of Pathology, University of Tübingen, Germany [30, 31] . The reexamination of 139 frozen sections exclusively from breast tissue samples resulted in a concordance rate of 0.971 and 0.957 and a false negative rate of 0 and 0.014 for the two pathologists. The telemicroscopical diagnoses of both pathologists showed an identical false positive rate of 0 and rate of deferrals of 0.029. The average time consumption per case was 3.7 and 2.4 min.
A further field test with the HISTKOM system was carried out in a prospective mode by the Department of Pathology at the Hospital in Bernburg and the Department of Surgery of the Hospital in Köthen, both Germany [31] . In this study HISTKOM was also operated with 4 ISDN S 0 -channels. To meet the legal regulations, a pathologist on-site at the surgery department diagnosed the frozen sections in parallel by direct light microscopy. The concluding frozen section diagnosis was established in consensus of the remote and the on-site pathologist. The examination of 47 tissue samples of different organs achieved a concordance rate of 0.787, a false negative rate of 0.021, a false positive rate of 0 and a rate of deferred diagnoses of 0.192. Data concerning the time consumption are not given in the report on this study.
The Department of Pathology at the Hospital in Munich Harlaching evaluated the HISTKOM telepathology equipment in the workflow of thyroid surgery [32] . In the test period the frozen sections of 98 consecutive thyroid tissue samples were investigated in a safe way: benign lesions were diagnosed immediately by telepathology, in the case of a not clearly benign le-sion the telepathological frozen section diagnosis was deferred and the slide and the tissue sample were transported by taxi to the department of pathology for conventional diagnosis. 89 benign lesions were correctly diagnosed by telepathology (false negative rate 0), of the 9 lesions assessed as doubtful by telepathology 5 cases were diagnosed as adenoma and 4 cases as carcinoma by conventional microscopy.
Discussion
Misdiagnoses in the telepathological examination of frozen sections can be attributed to 4 kinds of error:
(1) selection of an inappropriate tissue sample for frozen sectioning (error in gross examination), (2) selection and transmission of inappropriate microscopic fields especially in not remotely controlled telepathology, (3) misinterpretation due to insufficient image quality, and (4) misinterpretation in spite of adequate images of sufficient quality.
While the last kind of error is not related to the procedure of telepathology the first three sources of error may be due to or aggravated by telepathology, and thus they can cause a reduction of the diagnostic accuracy of the telepathological frozen section diagnosis compared with that of the conventional one. Accordingly in the cited studies, on average the telepathological frozen section diagnosis achieves a slightly lower level of diagnostic accuracy of about 0.91 than the frozen section diagnosis by direct light microscopy with an accuracy of about 0.98 as indicated by the results of the studies listed in Table 2 . It is important to realize, that this difference at least predominantly is due to a higher rate of deferred and false negative diagnoses. A false positive diagnosis was given only in seven cases of the total of at least 1293 cases examined in the cited studies resulting in a specificity comparable to that of the conventional frozen section diagnosis of more than 0.99, when deferred diagnoses are excluded from evaluation.
The gross examination of the tissue sample by a non-pathologist in a primary telepathological diagnostic service assumedly increases the risk of selection of inappropriate tissue for the microscopic examination. A study to verify and estimate the significance of this source of error is difficult to design and also the cited retrospective studies do not allow conclusions on the significance of this source of error, because they do not show a trend to higher levels of diagnostic accuracy compared with the prospective studies. In some telepathology systems the problems of gross examination are considered by the transmission of macroscopic images of the tissue sample and a subsequent visual and acoustic guidance of tissue sampling by the telepathologist [7, 12, 27, 31, 36] . The risk of sampling error should be reduced additionally by education and continuous training of a member of the surgeon's team in gross examination of tissue samples. But the lack of a direct and palpatoric examination by a pathologist remains a yet unsolved problem of a primary telepathological diagnostic service.
Unlike the consequences of inappropriate tissue sampling the effects on diagnostic accuracy of telepathological frozen section diagnosis caused by selection of inappropriate microscopic fields (in systems without robotic microscopes) and insufficient image quality can be estimated by the difference of diagnostic accuracy of the conventional and telepathological diagnoses rendered at the same series of frozen sections. Such a comparison of the telepathological and conventional frozen section diagnoses was performed only in 2 retrospective studies [39, 41] , in one of these studies [41] carried out with archival cases of thoracic surgery this comparison revealed a significantly lower sensitivity and accuracy of the telepathological frozen section diagnosis which to a high degree might be caused by the low transmission rate applied in this study (64 kbit/s). Astonishingly and in contrast to the results of studies on the validity of primary telepathological diagnosis of paraffin embedded tissue, the studies on the telepathological frozen section diagnosis, in which a still image based telepathology system without remotely controlled microscopes was used, do not show a trend to a lower diagnostic accuracy compared with those in which a video conference system was used. Thus a negative effect on the diagnostic accuracy (of frozen section diagnosis) by inappropriate microscopic field selection in not remotely controlled telepathology is not verifiable by the results of the cited studies, whereas Shimosato et al., Weinstein et al. and Weinstein et al. recommend remotely controlled microscopy equipment for primary telepathological diagnosis to enable an active microscopic field selection by the remote pathologist him-or herself [34, 39, 40] .
In most studies the ISDN was used for telecommunication link, indicating, that this telenetwork provides the best compromise concerning online capabilities, availability and cost effectiveness of the currently accessible communication links. The Internet is best suited for all offline telepathology services, where small delays in reactions can be accepted.
The results reported concerning the diagnostic quality of telepathology in the frozen section scenario are diffuse. Most studies do not report the degree of difficulty of a case nor the investigation done: was it just an assessment of the dignity of a clear case, was it an investigation of a complete resection border or was it a search in the slide for rare events? These data influence the time needed for an investigation and the requirements to the working comfort of a telepathology system to a high degree. Also most studies do not report whether the cases have been selected for the study or whether unselected cases have been examined. It will be the task of the first installations of telepathology equipment to report on experiences with telepathology in a routine workflow operation.
In conclusion, the cited studies demonstrate a slight, but (to the opinion of the authors) acceptable decrease in diagnostic accuracy of a telepathological cryostat section service. This is compensated by advantages such as time saving in frozen section scenarios without a pathologist on-site and an overall access to a frozen section diagnosis also for remote, small and medium hospitals. To the opinion of the authors the data of the studies suggest, that an introduction of a telepathological frozen section service for remote hospitals without an acceptable access to a pathologist on-site can be justified already at the current state of the technological development.
Outlook
Technical progress in image analysis, computer technology and telematics is rapidly ongoing. Therefore, one may foresee some new qualities of frozen section diagnosis which are realizable only by modern telecommunication technology:
-the assessment of the quality of the images used for the frozen section diagnosis by methods of image analysis [10, 11] , if necessary a frozen section diagnosis is to refuse for bad quality; -online teleconsultation of reference pathologists with special knowledge, e.g., in the field of soft tissue tumors during the frozen section diagnosis; -quantitation and assessment of mathematical features of the microscopic image. A squamous cell carcinoma currently diagnosed may be compared with collected data of squamous cell carcinomas diagnosed earlier and a probability may be calculated that the given descriptors of the currently diagnosed case are compatible with those of the squamous cell carcinomas registered in the data bank; -in the fields of microinvasive surgery, computer assisted surgery and telesurgery great efforts are made to develop sensors and presentation equipment for tactile sensations (telefeeling).
The near future will demonstrate, whether these developments will be suitable also for telepathology, to provide the remote pathologist with the last tool he is missing still -the tactile impression -to have all opportunities he has in the conventional frozen section scenario.
Therefore, modern techniques of image analysis, telecommunication, and telematics may change the present mode of frozen section technology and offer new perspectives to a conventional method.
